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About This Game

Grimm: Dark Legacy is a tale of deep, dark exploration, hunger, and blood thirsty combat in a medieval setting.

You play the ancestors of the Grimm. Your story takes place inside the Wesen journal featured in the hit NBC TV series.

Hunt, gather, craft, and form a ruthless band of Grimm to defeat humongous hordes of Wesen on your journey. Can you
survive?

Key Features:

Online Co-Operative Gameplay
Build your own rag-tag team of up to 4 Grimm and work together to raid each country and deal out Grimm justice to the
mayhem that lives there.

Offline Singleplayer
Prefer to play full-rogue? Play offline without anything to hold you back!

Dark & Twisted World
The beautiful game world is inhabited by a coterie of fauna and flora that you need to survive. Each of the 80+ mission
areas spread across 10 countries are generated in real-time meaning there is no end to the unforgiving combinations of
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blueprints, Wesen, and other mysterious creatures out to get you.

Rogue-Lite Gameplay
Collect loot and craft new gear to survive as long as possible. Death is inevitable, but it isn’t the end! Pass your
knowledge on to the next generation of Grimm and continue your adventure!

The Wesen You Know
All Wesen in the game are drawn directly from the TV show and are imbued with a range of powers that make hunting
them a real challenge.
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Title: Grimm: Dark Legacy
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Artplant
Publisher:
GamesCo
Release Date: 2 Nov, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista, Windows 7, 8, 8.1, 10 (64-bit versions only)

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo 2.4Ghz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA® GeForce® 8600 GT or ATI Radeon™ HD 4850 Minimum 512MB Dedicated Memory

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 10 GB available space

Sound Card: Any

English
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This game was better than I expected! It was amazing. I don't know how many endings there are, or which one is right, or if ere
even is a right end. But this Novel was very interesting and it was great.. My god what a game. At first I was annoyed by the
poor illumination that the lighter gave but... it's a lighter it's obvious it's not the best font of light right. The ambience is good.
The pitch black outsides is kind of frightening even on the house while I was opened doors or switching lights I felt like
something was going to jump on me any moment. The game is short, but the story is good enough and the ending gave me the
chills. Oh and it has trading cards that are worth the games price on sale or even more. I recommend it.. From screenshots I
though this is some sort of very boring, ugly mission that aims for sniper. I was wrong, extremely wrong. This is in fact very
cool mission. I don't really like starting in hostile area, but it really turned out well! I love it!. I will start by saying I love Drox
Operative, it's unique, interesting and a blast to play especially with friends. I do wish multiplayer was more refined and hosting
was easier, it's rather annoying to have to mess around with port forwards and firewalls to play with friends.

But as a warning to everyone: If you buy this DLC you will lose your old ships. When I purchased this DLC and jumped on, all
my old ships were gone and I was forced to start again. Disabling the DLC did nothing and I have not been able to get my ships
back and I suspect I never will. Just be warned this may happen to you.

The game is super fun though, so I would recommend buying both the game and the DLC before investing a whole lot of time..
Worth the purchase.. Useless, no more Multiplayer.
Totally Unfair. i've thrown away loose change in the garbage that gave me more enjoyment than this. I really like this game! It
was super cute! I seriously can't wait to play the other paths.
 I would recommend this game to anyone who likes sweet, cute otome games and cats too.
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I miss the days of the real Janes sims - USNF, Fighters Anthology, Longbow, USAF...

this is a poor example of what was once a mighty air combat sim legend... stay far, far away from.. In Soviet Russia the citizens
declare war on the kingdom insted. The boss in The Depths gave me PTSD and then stole my girlfriend.

10\/10, it's gonna be a yikes from me dawg.. Just another trash port of poor mobile game.. fun little rpg. gave me many hours of
fun gameplay. Wow! The use of tags like "psychological horror" and "post-apocalyptic" to describe this gay gamer related
documentary shows a massive amount of homophobic hate-related abuse by the steam community goes unchecked. I am really
interested to see how Valve plans to deal with this responsibly.
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